KEEP CORNWALL BEAUTIFUL COPY/ PERSONALISE AND EMAIL THIS LETTER
PLEASE RE POST AND E MAIL IT TO YOU CONTACTS NO ECO TOWN
PLEASE ENTER YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS INTO THIS LETTER PERSONALISE IT, MAKE SURE EACH MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY SENDS IT  IF YOU WISH 
AND E MAIL IT TO PLANNING planning@cornwall.gov.uk
YOUR NAME
ADDRESS
planning@cornwall.gov.uk
Dear Sir/Madam
Planning Application No. PA14/12186
Proposed Development of 1500 homes – west carclaze
Please accept and note my objections to the above application for the following reasons:
The site plan shows that the majority of proposed building does not actually take place on the 'brown field site' but on the 'green field site' which has regenerated over the years. It is stated that it is a scarred landscape – they are mainly using beautiful, wild areas! 
Flood 
It is a known fact that Eden flooded recently. A spokesman from Eden commented that if they had used all the flood procedures in place to stop Eden flooding then St Blazey would have been far worse off than it was. The application says they have flood defence procedures planned – how will we know they will definitely work until it rains heavy? Baal has many addits which lead to Boscoppa – if these fill then Boscoppa will be flooded! Also, the stream which runs through Trethurgy and then Tregrehan is used as an overflow from Alsevor pit and checked twice daily by Imerys – how will they ensure this natural watercourse will not stop Trethurgy and Tregrehan flooding in the future? They could not answer these questions when I posed them. Gover valley is also at risk as water will also head into white river which discharges at Pentewan and we al know how Pentewan has faired over the last few years.
Traffic 
A survey of traffic congestion has been undertaken and it is anticipated that there will be 1000 more cars travelling between 8am and 9am through the junctions of Tregonissey Road, Holmbush Road and in the area around Carloggas/Penwithick. These roads are already congested and cannot cope with holiday traffic so how are they going to cope with this extra day to day traffic? The new Carluddon rd has no more capacity than the existing. The height of the railway bridge between Tesco and the Penrice school roundabout exacerbates the problem as many HGV are to tall to fit under it causing them to go down treverbyn rd to reach the western side of town.
Wildlife 
The site has not been actively mined in many years and has significantly re-vegetated. A section of the Carbis Moor Site of Nature Conservation Importance (SNCI) to the site boundary in the north of the Baal. Centrally located within the development area is a 0.6ha segment of the St Austell Clay Pits Special Area of Conservation (SAC), along with Carne Grey being and SSSI. This SSSI and SAC is designated for the presence of Western Rustwort (Marsupella profunda), a plant species which is that rare, this location is one of only three sites within the UK. Worldwide it is only found in a few locations. Carn Grey Rock and Quarry SSSI, which is designated for geological interest, is located just outside the eastern boundary of the site.
The effects on the wildlife of the propose development area would be devastating as it is rich in both Flora and Fauna. In recent years 111 species of birds have been recorder of which many are of conservation concern, 15 of which are on The RSPB Red list of endangered ( e.g. Nightjar, Willow Tit breed there whilst Hen Harrier and Merlin can be winter visitors ). Land mammals Include Badger , Hedgehog, and even the occasional Otter has put in an appearance. The thirteen species of Bat that have been recorded there, along with many Butterflies and Moths make this a real wildlife haven.
There is an Area of Great Historic Value (AGHV) near Trethurgy, which is close to the site boundary.
The area around Ruddle Lake in the south of the West Carclaze site is also designated as an AGHV. To the south of Baal Pit the southern working face of the old Carclaze open cast tin mine is recognised by the local RIGS Group (Regional Important Geological/Geomorphological Sites) as being of interest, and so has the potential to be designated as a RIGS site.
To build a housing development around these designated areas will be an environmental disaster.
At present the wildlife around the proposed development area is second to none There another 26 species which are on the RSPB Amber List- Green Woodpecker, Reed Bunting, Sand Martin, Mistle Thrush and Swift are included. With over 20 species of Butterfly, Moths, Grass Snakes, Adders, Slow Worms and a whole lot more we just can't let this happen.
Green space for people
Due to the amount of development taking place in and around St Austell, this has become an important green space for local people, and regenerating already successful habitats is not very eco friendly?? As it is people use it for recreation walking there dogs jogging mounting biking and just enjoying the wild nature of Cornwall you cant get this in a huge housing estate!!!. 
If you travel around St Austell there are many units and houses which have either remained empty for a long period of time or where the constructors have stopped building due to lack of sales – what makes this site any different? St Austell Town Centre is still struggling to fill empty shops – surely you will be taking businesses away from the town where there has been major investment if you encourage them to fill units at the Eco Town site?
Jobs
The initial eco town project set out to provide 1 job per house, the goal is not incorporated in this application. Where are all these people going to work? And with the low wage economy we have in Cornwall surely a self build scheme would be better way of providing high quality affordable homes for local people.
Tourism
Tourism is St Austell’s and surrounding areas backstop at the moment, if we continue to build in such a reckless manner people will not come from their housing estates up country to our large housing estates, it is not just the beaches they come for it is the landscapes, the views, and the wildlife. 
Yours
YOUR NAME


